We investigated how temperature influences the structural and energetic dynamics of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) undergoing a high-speed impact with a Si (110) surface. By performing molecular dynamics simulations in the temperature range of 100 -300 K, we found that a low temperature CNT ends up with a higher vibrational energy after collision than a high temperature CNT. The vibrational temperature of CNT increases by increasing the surface temperature. Overall, the structural and energy relaxation of low temperature CNTs are faster than those of high temperature CNTs.
Introduction
Reinforcement with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has been widely used in synthesizing composite materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Such composite materials are often deposited on surfaces by means of spraying 8, 9 at high velocity (more than several hundred km/s). Cold spraying 10, 11 is one of the techniques that is used to prepare CNT based composite materials. 12, 13 Before spraying, the CNT composites are heat-treated at high temperature (3000 -46000 K 8 or 400 -900 K 12, 13 ). CNTs suffer from deformation caused by a high velocity impact with surface and heat treatment. It would be interesting to study the dynamics and molecular details for the deformation and energy excitation of CNT in such process. There have been several simulation studies on how temperature affects the structure 14, 15 or conductivity 16, 17 of a single isolated CNT. We are also aware of simulation studies on the structural stability of CNT colliding with a surface, 18, 19, 20 but the effect of temperature was not taken into account. Herein, we study how temperature affects the CNT deposition under a high velocity impact with a silicon surface. By varying temperatures of both the CNT and the surface, we dynamically investigate the deformation and energy excitation of the CNT. Our molecular dynamics (MD) simulation shows that the vibrational temperature of CNT after collision increases with raising the surface temperature. A CNT initially equilibrated at low temperature turns out more efficient in relaxing its deformed structure and excited vibrational energy. Interestingly, a low temperature CNT ends up with a higher vibrational temperature after collision than a CNT with a high initial temperature. We ascribe this heat transfer from the surface at high temperature to the CNT at low temperature.
Simulation Details
A (6,6) single-walled CNT impacting on the Si (110) surface is shown in Figure 1a . The CNT, made from 384 C atoms, was 3.8 nm long and 0.81 nm in diameter. The CNT was shown to be delivered onto the surface with a projectile speed, ν p , where the arrow in Figure 1a denotes its direction. ν p was chosen to be 5 km/s which is more than three times higher than that in typical cold spray processes. 12, 13 In Figure 1a , the temperature of CNT, T CNT , and the surface temperature, T Si , are 100 and 300 K, respectively. The Si (110) surface consisted of a slab of Si crystal with a thickness of 3.43 nm. The atoms in the bottom layer of the slab were fixed throughout the entire simulation. The surface has lateral dimensions of 15.61 nm × 8.97 nm. The periodic boundary conditions 21 were imposed to emulate a laterally infinite surface. The length of simulation box along the Z direction was taken to be 50 nm, in order to avoid the periodicity in the Z-direction. The total number of Si atoms was 24360 for the surface. The CNT and surface were equilibrated separately (to give desired T CNT considered. After being equilibrated to a desired temperature T CNT , a projectile velocity ν p was added to CNT for its collision with the surface. The collision was simulated using a constant energy (NVE) MD method. 21 Figure 1b shows a CNT deposited on the surface after collision (at 22 ps).
We used the Tersoff potential 22 to model the interaction between the CNT and surface. The interatomic potential between atoms i and j, V ij , is given by
where r ij represents the interatomic distance. The repulsive and attractive energies, V R (r ij ) and V A (r ij ), respectively, are represented as,
).
In equation (1), the cutoff function f C (r ij ) limits the interaction as
b ij is the bond order of interaction and is given by
All the symbols not explained above are parameters which can be calculated by using the following combination rules:
The parameters, λ i , μ i , A i , B i , R i , and S i , for Si and C are listed in Reference 22.
The MD trajectory was propagated using the velocity Verlet algorithm 21 with a time step of 0.2 or 0.4 fs. The time of impact was defined as the time at which the CNT approaches within 0.178 nm of the surface (0.178 nm is the C-Si distance in a silicon carbide nanotube 23 ). The MD simulation typically ran for 22 ps after impact. The above MD methods were implemented using the DL POLY package. 24 The energy of CNT was analyzed as follows. At each time of simulation, the position and velocity of the center of mass were calculated. The internal position and velocity of the i th C atom, i r v and i v r , were obtained by subtracting these values from the position and velocity of each C atom, respectively. The internal kinetic energy K int is given by the sum over each atom as
The angular momentum L r and the moment of the inertia tensor I were also calculated from i r v s and i v r s. The rotational kinetic energy K rot and vibrational kinetic energy K vib were calculated as
The vibrational temperature T vib is given by
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. We quantified the deformation of the CNT by calculating the root-mean-squared displacement (RMSD). To do so, the displacement of each C atom from its initial value was calculated. The average of the displacement squared was taken by summing over all the C atoms. We used the numerical method Kabsch 25 implemented in the Visual Molecular Dynamics package.
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Results and Discussion
We inspect the snapshots for the deposition of CNT on Si (110) surface which were equilibrated at temperatures of TCNT and T Si , respectively, before collision. Figure 1a shows the CNT impacting on the Si surface at a projectile speed of ν p = 5 km/s. In this case, TCNT and TSi are 100 and 300 K, respectively. Figure 1b shows the CNT penetrated into the Si surface and vertically aligned. Figures 2a-d shows the deformation of CNT for different combinations of TCNT and TSi. In all cases, the CNT penetrated into the Si surface and were vertically aligned on the surface. The deformation was localized around the bottom of the CNT. In the case of TCNT = 100 K and TSi = 100 K, the bottom of CNT is slightly squeezed without much deformation ( Figure 2a ). As T Si increases to 300 K, the bottom atoms of CNT are significantly displaced from their original positions before collision (Figure 2c ). On the other hand, increasing the temperature of CNT from 100 to 300 K does not much affect the deformation: the structure of CNT for TCNT = 300 K and TSi = 100 K (Figure 2b ) is similar to Figure 2a T Si = 100 K). The largest deformation of CNT occurs when both the CNT and surface temperatures are high (T CNT = 300 K and TSi = 300 K, Figure 2d ). We did not observe any detachment of the atoms from CNT. In Figure 3 , we plot the RMSD and T vib vs. time for the case of TCNT = 300 K and TSi = 150 K. After impact (time zero in the figure), both the RMSD and T vib rapidly increase and reach maxima (about 0.085 nm and 1381 K, respectively). These initial increases in RMSD and T vib represent the deformation of CNT and its excitation in vibrational energy, respectively. 20 The maxima in RMSD and T vib are followed by relaxation, in which the RMSD or T vib decreases and levels off to a finite value. This relaxation was modeled by fitting the RMSD and T vib curves to a exp(-t / τ) + b and a vib exp(-t / τ vib ) + b vib , respectively (shown as dotted lines in Figures 3a and b) . The fitting parameters τ and τ vib , respectively, are called the structural and energy relaxation times of CNT. b vib (529 K in this case) and b (0.14 nm in this case) are the long-time T vib and RMSD which represents the permanent rise in the vibrational temperature and the permanent deformation, respectively.
We calculated the time dependent RMSD and T vib for various combinations of T CNT (100 and 300 K) and T Si (100, 200, 250, and 300 K). The RMSD and T vib curves for each combination were fitted to exponential functions as in Figure 3 . Such fittings gave us the relaxation times, τ and τ vib , and the long time values, b and bvib which are shown in Figure 4 .
Let us examine the temperature dependence of the deformation dynamics of CNT. Figure 4a plots the structural relaxation time τ vs. TSi for TCNTs of 100 K (filled circles) and 300 K (open squares). τ ranges from 0.4 to 3.3 ps for T CNT = 300 K and from 0.4 to 1.0 ps for T CNT =100 K. Overall, τ s for T CNT = 300 K are larger than those for TCNT = 100 K, indicating the structural relaxation of the low temperature CNT is faster. The dependence of τ on T Si is opposite for the high and low temperature CNTs: τ of the high temperature CNT is minimal at TSi = 200 K, while τ for the low temperature CNT is maximal at the same T Si . The permanent deformation in the CNT was quantified as b which is plotted as a function of TSi in Figure 4b . b for the high temperature CNT generally increases with raising T Si while bis not a monotonic function of T Si for the low temperature CNT. On the whole, b is greater for the high temperature CNT, but this difference is small.
Moving on to the dynamics of vibrational temperature, τ vib was plotted as a function of TSi in Figure 4c . τ vib ranged from 6.6 to 9.3 ps for T CNT = 100 K and from 8.0 to 9.6 ps for T CNT = 300 K. On the whole, τ vib is greater for the high temperature CNT as found for τ above, implying that the vibrational relaxation is faster for the low temperature CNT. No clear trend is found for its dependence on T Si , although it seems decreasing with the rise in TSi for the low temperature CNT. Figure 4d plots bvib, as a function of T Si . b vib increases with the rise in T Si , regardless of T CNT . b vib increases from 183 to 450 K in the case of TCNT = 100 K and from 219 to 389 K for TCNT = 300 K. Interestingly, the low temperature CNT (T CNT = 100 K) has b vib s higher than those of the high temperature CNT. Presumably, heat is transferred from the surface to the low temperature CNT, giving an increased vibrational temperature. On the other hand, a high temperature CNT dissipates its energy to the surface and therefore has a lower value of bvib.
Conclusion
By using MD simulation, we studied the temperature dependent deposition of CNTs on a silicon surface via collision. By focusing on the collision geometry where the CNT impacts onto the surface along its long axis, we investigated the effects of the CNT temperature and the surface temperature. The CNT was vertically aligned on the surface and penetrated up to a depth of 1.2 nm at a projectile speed ν p = 5 km/s. Due to its high mechanical resilience, the CNT shows only a small deformation localized at its bottom contacting the surface. The structural and energy relaxation of the low temperature CNT was more efficient (faster) than that of the high temperature CNT. The vibrational temperature of CNT increased with the rise in the surface temperature, regardless of its temperature. A low temperature CNT ended up with a higher vibrational temperature after collision than a high temperature CNT. This is probably due to the possible heat transfer from the surface to the CNT via collision.
By averaging over the entire atoms of CNT in calculating the RMSD and vibrational temperature, we left out the dynamics of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR). A study of IVR via a normal or local mode analysis will elucidate the pathways of the energy (heat) transfer from the bottom to top of CNT after impact. We leave this IVR study as an interesting future work.
